The JBIG2 standard for lossy and lossless bi-level image coding is a very flexible encoding strategy based on pattern matching techniques. This paper addresses the problem of compressing text images with JBIG2. For text image compression, JBIG2 allows two encoding strategies: SPM and PM&S. We compare in detail the lossless and lossy coding performance using the SPM-based and PM&S-based JBIG2, including their coding efficiency, reconstructed image quality and system complexity. For the SPM-based JBIG2, we discuss the bit rate trade-off associated with symbol dictionary design. We propose two symbol dictionary design techniques: the class-based and tree-based techniques. Experiments show that the SPM-based JBIG2 is a more efficient lossless system, leading to 8% higher compression ratios on average. It also provides better control over the reconstructed image quality in lossy compression. However, SPM's advantages come at the price of higher encoder complexity. The proposed class-based and tree-based symbol dictionary designs outperform simpler dictionary formation techniques by 8% for lossless and 16-18% for lossy compression.
Introduction
The JBIG2 standard [1, 2] is the new international standard for bi-level image compression. Bi-level images have only one bit-plane, where each pixel takes one of two possible colors. Prior to JBIG2, compression of bi-level images was addressed by facsimile standards such as ITU-T recommendations T.4, T.6, and T.82 (JBIG1) [3, 4] . However, these recommendations provide only for lossless compression of bi-level images. JBIG2 is the first one that also provides for lossy compression. A properly designed JBIG2 encoder not only achieves higher lossless compression ratios than the other existing standards, but also enables very efficient lossy compression with almost unnoticeable information loss.
Another main advantage of JBIG2 is its progressivity. JBIG2-compliant bitstreams can be made progressive in two senses: quality progressive and content progressive. A quality progressive bitstream first provides a lossy representation of the original image at a relatively low bit rate, then successively refines it to less lossy versions, until finally the reconstructed image becomes strictly lossless. A content progressive bitstream orders the different types of image content, for example, first text, then halftones, and finally general graphics (e.g., line art).
For these reasons, besides the obvious facsimile application, JBIG2 will be useful in a variety of different applications, including document storage and archiving, the World Wide Web, wireless communications, and printing. To accomodate the various application needs, JBIG2 provides a standardized toolkit from which each application can select different parts based on its own system resources and requirements.
A typical JBIG2 encoder will first segment an image into different regions [5] and then use different coding mechanisms for text and for halftones. In this paper, we are concerned with compressing text images, defined as bi-level images which consist mainly of repeated text characters and possibly some general graphic data (e.g., line art) but no halftones. A JBIG2 encoder uses pattern matching techniques to efficiently compress the textual regions. For general graphic data not identified as text, the encoder will use a cleanup coder which is essentially a basic bitmap coder such as specified by JBIG1 or T.6.
To encode a page of text, rather than coding all the pixels of each occurence of each character, we code the bitmaps of a representative subset and put them into the symbol dictionary. We define a symbol as one black connected component. We can extract symbols from the input image using a standard segmentation algorithm [6] . Usually one symbol represents an instance of a certain alphanumeric character; however, characters that contain separated parts, e.g., English letter "i", will be extracted as more than one symbol.
Based on how the symbol dictionary is formed and how symbol bitmaps are compressed, JBIG2 defines two modes for the compression of text: pattern matching and substitution (PM&S) [7] and soft pattern matching (SPM) [8] .
Viewing the bitmap of each symbol as a binary pattern, we can measure the similarity between two symbols using standard pattern matching techniques. When a certain matching criterion declares a match between two symbol bitmaps that actually represent two different characters, we say a substitution error has occurred. For the PM&S-based JBIG2 system, as we will explain shortly, adopting a pattern matching criterion that is robust against substitution errors is particularly important. In [9] , a pattern matching technique is introduced that is robust against character substitutions but very computationally demanding.
In the JBIG2 system we built, we adopt the Hamming distance matching criterion. We measure the percentage of different pixels between two symbols (binary patterns). In order to control substitution errors, we set a low mismatch threshold.
In Section 3, we will discuss how to choose representative patterns to form the dictionary for an SPM-based JBIG2 encoder. Prior to our work, Zhang et. al. also addressed codebook design for text image compression [10, 11] . Their methods are not directly comparable to ours for two reasons. Firstly, PM&S, as opposed to SPM, is used as their framework. Secondly, their work is not related to JBIG2, and so a number of system components, e.g., location coding, dictionary structure, and index coding, differ significantly from ours. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we elaborate on the two text compression modes in JBIG2. In Section 3 we investigate the problem of symbol dictionary design for SPM-based JBIG2. In Section 4 we present our experimental results in terms of compression performance and system complexity. We conclude our paper in Section 5.
Text image compression with JBIG2
In this section we explain in detail the two text coding modes supported by JBIG2: PM&S and SPM.
First, we will explain how these two systems work and their respective advantages and disadvantages in lossless and lossy compression. Then, we will explain how JBIG2 organizes the different types of information into segments for text image compression.
Pattern matching and substitution
Ideally, in the symbol dictionary, we want one and only one symbol bitmap to represent one certain character, such as the letter 'b'. This way each time there is another instance of the letter 'b', we can use a pointer to the 'b' in the symbol dictionary to describe the bitmap of the current 'b'. This leads to the idea of pattern matching and substitution (PM&S) [7] . In PM&S, a pattern matching criterion is first chosen to measure the mismatch between two symbols. To code a new symbol, we look for the dictionary entry which has the smallest mismatch with the symbol to be coded. If that smallest mismatch is less than the preset threshold, we code the symbol by using a pointer to the dictionary entry. If the closest dictionary entry is too far away, we code the new symbol bitmap with a JBIG1 or T.6 type of entropy encoder (called direct coding). Then we add the new symbol to the dictionary. Figure 1 describes the typical coding procedure of a PM&S system.
Use of PM&S allows high compression ratios for text images that have many repeated symbols.
However, it is inherently lossy and there are inevitable substitution errors. How frequently these occur depends solely on the pattern matching criterion and threshold selected. If these errors are not acceptable, JBIG2 allows the use of a residual coder which uses refinement coding [12] . Refinement coding refers to coding the original image again with an arithmetic coder using context information from both the lossy image transmitted and the already coded part of the original image. The overall compression thus achieved is better than that obtained by coding the original image by JBIG1. We will discuss refinement coding further when we introduce SPM. Besides refining the lossy image to its strictly lossless version, the encoder can also elect to refine it merely to a less lossy version.
Soft pattern matching
As an alternative to PM&S, JBIG2 allows soft pattern matching (SPM) [8] . Figure 2 shows the original SPM system block diagram as proposed in [8] . In SPM, if no match is found in the symbol dictionary, the current bitmap is coded with direct coding as in PM&S. But when a matching dictionary entry is found for the current symbol, SPM differs from PM&S in coding the new symbol with refinement coding and adding it to the dictionary.
In Figure 3 we show the JBIG2-compliant context templates for direct and refinement coding used in our implementation. In refinement coding, to predict the color of the current pixel, the arithmetic coder not only uses knowledge about its causal neighbors, but also draws information from the causal and non-causal neighbors from the corresponding pixel in the reference bitmap. Therefore, refinement coding achieves more accurate prediction and hence higher compression ratios. Naturally, in order to improve the prediction accuracy in refinement coding, the reference bitmap should be a close match to the current one. However, we note that even using a totally mismatched reference symbol merely leads to reduced compression efficiency, not to any substitution errors. The residual coder mentioned earlier uses refinement coding on the entire image level rather than on the symbol level. To transmit the current image (either the lossless one or a less lossy one), the residual coder uses knowledge from both the already coded portion of the current image and the lossy image transmitted to make prediction more accurate.
Without the two dashed boxes in Figure 2 , SPM is a strictly lossless system. To achieve lossy compression with SPM, [8] proposed three preprocessing techniques to introduce information loss in a restricted manner. These techniques are called speck elimination, edge smoothing and shape unifying.
Speck elimination wipes out very tiny symbols or flying specks (symbols no bigger than 2¢2). Edge smoothing fixes jagged edges by flipping protruding single black pixels or indented single white pixels along text edges. Shape unifying (see Figure 4) tries to make the current symbol's bitmap as similar as possible to its reference bitmap, without introducing "visible" changes. This is achieved by flipping pixels in the current bitmap if they are isolated areas of difference with the reference bitmap. Throughout this paper, we use the term "isolated" to mean a 1¢1, 1¢2, or 2¢1 block of pixels. This modified current bitmap is then refinement coded losslessly.
Shape unifying gives the largest amount of improvement over compressing losslessly. Our experiments show that using only the first two techniques together can improve compression by around 8% over the strictly lossless case, while adding shape unifying provides approximately 40% improvement.
Shape unifying is so efficient because isolated differences between the current bitmap and its reference are very detrimental to arithmetic coding efficiency (even more so than clustered differences); shape unifying completely eliminates such events. Furthermore, except in the special case of very tiny symbols, these preprocessing approaches do not introduce substitution errors. The loss of visual information is almost imperceptible. Compared to PM&S where the error image may contain many clustered errors, SPMbased lossy compression generates mostly dispersed errors. The quality of such reconstructed images is better from the point of view of character recognition and visual appearance.
If a lossless or less lossy version of the original image is to be requested later, as in the PM&S case, the SPM encoder can also use a residual coder to efficiently transmit the original or the less lossy image using the lossy version already sent.
Notice that speck elimination and edge smoothing are truly pre-processing techniques. Shape unifying, on the other hand, is not strictly a pre-processing procedure since it is not done until after symbols find their best matches in the dictionary, which, for the proposed dictionary design techniques, will not happen until the entire dictionary itself is finally decided. Once the entire symbol set is altered with these three approaches, the page is compressed losslessly; no further loss will be introduced.
Perfect symbols
For symbols that are matched in the dictionary, PM&S transmits them using only an index pointer. SPM transmits not only the index pointer, but also the refinement coded bitmap. Therefore, PM&S encodes faster. However, in the lossy SPM case, the bitmap coding procedure can be sped up by taking advantage of perfect symbols. Perfect symbols are those refinement symbols that become identical to their references after shape unifying. That is, the block in Figure 4 (d) is blank. For perfect symbols, the following two facts hold true:
(1) there is no need to send a symbol's bitmap with refinement coding if it is perfect, and, (2) a dictionary symbol that becomes perfect can be removed from the dictionary. Obviously (1) saves compression time by skipping the expensive arithmetic coding procedure. Experimental results in Section 4 will show that shape unifying can sometimes render a significant percentage of perfect symbols, thereby compensating for the higher complexity of an SPM encoder. As will be discussed later, (2) can further improve compression by reducing the dictionary size and hence bits spent on index coding.
JBIG2 segments
When a symbol bitmap is extracted from the input image, its location information is obtained at the same time. These different types of information are organized into JBIG2 segments. For a typical page of text, a group of dictionary symbols will be transmitted first in the symbol dictionary segments [1] . There are two types of symbol dictionaries, direct dictionary and refinement/aggregate dictionary. Entries in the direct dictionary are symbols that do not refer to any other symbols. Their bitmaps are Huffman coded or arith-metically coded using direct coding. Entries in the refinement/aggregate dictionary are symbols that refer to some other dictionary symbol (either in the direct or in the previous part of the refinement/aggregate dictionary). Their bitmaps are arithmetically coded using refinement/aggregate coding. Aggregate coding is a special mode of refinement coding that allows the current bitmap to use two or more bitmaps at the same time as its reference. Symbols in the dictionary segments are arranged into classes with the same height; inside one height class symbols are usually sorted by width, making transmittal of size information more efficient.
After the dictionary segments, next are encoded the text region segments, in which the makeup of the input page is described to the decoder. Each text region segment consists of narrow horizontal coding strips. In the transpose mode, coding strips are vertical. The symbol instances whose reference corners (e.g., the lower left corner) lie inside the coding strip are encoded together. To describe each symbol instance, several things are transmitted: its vertical offset relative to the top of the current strip, its horizontal offset relative to the previous symbol instance, its dictionary index, a 1-bit flag to signal whether its bitmap is refined from the dictionary symbol it refers to, and its refinement coded bitmap if the previous bit is 1. We call the refinement coding of bitmaps that happens in the text region segments embedded coding. In PM&S, no embedded coding is used.
Since a typical text image can also contain line art that is not identified as text, such general graphics are encoded in the generic region segments. Generic region segments are encoded with the cleanup coder, a basic bitmap coder such as specified in JBIG1 or T.6. If the page image described so far is lossy, and the lossless image or a less lossy one is desired, the encoder transmits the refinement information in generic refinement region segments using a residual coder.
In Figure 5 we show the order in which different types of JBIG2 segments are sent in PM&S and SPM systems. We note that the PM&S system does not need to send a refinement dictionary segment.
Symbol dictionary design for SPM-based JBIG2
For a PM&S-based JBIG2 encoder, ideally, we want one and only one symbol bitmap in the dictionary to represent one certain character. This way all distinct characters get represented and no bitmap and index resource is wasted representing some characters repeatedly. For an SPM-based JBIG2 encoder, the goal is not as obvious. In SPM, a matching dictionary symbol is not directly substituted for the current symbol; rather, it provides useful prior knowledge to guide the refinement coding of the current bitmap. A more accurate match means less expensive refinement coding. Therefore, the symbol dictionary should be seen as a pool of useful reference information rather than as a collection of distinct characters that occur in the image. An SPM dictionary can have several symbols inside it representing the same character, as long as each provides some useful reference information. Furthermore, sometimes it may be efficient to refine a symbol representing one character from a symbol representing a different character. For example, the letters "c" and "o" are similar enough that the current "c" is better off being coded by refining the previous "o" than by direct coding.
In SPM, the basic bit rate trade-off associated with symbol dictionary design is as follows. If one puts more symbols into the dictionary, all dictionary symbols have a longer index. Thus index coding will require more bits. However, with more dictionary symbols, all symbols will have a broader range of choices for more accurate matches, and hence refinement coding can be made less expensive. Therefore, to resolve the trade-off at a favorable point, our goal is to design a reasonably small dictionary that can still provide comprehensive and accurate reference information. This involves not only choosing a good representative small subset from the entire extracted symbol set as the dictionary, but also deciding the reference relationships among dictionary symbols so that we can efficiently compress the dictionary itself.
That is, how should we decide the reference relationship between them in such a way that each dictionary symbol can have an accurate reference and thus be compressed efficiently?
In this section, we will first introduce two simple existing methods for dictionary formation, and then we will elaborate on the two proposed dictionary design techniques, one based on the concept of classes, the other based on minimum spanning trees.
Simple methods for dictionary formation
As shown in Figure 2 , the original SPM system proposed by Howard [8] described a sequential way to form the dictionary. As each symbol is extracted from the page, its bitmap is matched with the existing dictionary entries (this match is prescreened by size) and transmitted with direct or refinement coding depending on whether the best match found in the dictionary is acceptable. Then, the new symbol is added to the dictionary 1 . The dictionary size keeps increasing as the page gets processed. By the end of the page, the dictionary contains every extracted symbol. We refer to this as one-pass dictionary formation.
The one-pass dictionary inevitably contains singletons [6, 13] , i.e., dictionary entries that are never referenced by other symbols. They are detrimental to compression efficiency in that they provide no useful reference information, yet dictionary indices are allocated to them, thereby increasing the length of all dictionary indices. Singletons are of two types. Direct singletons are symbols that neither refer to other symbols nor are referred to by other symbols; usually they are "strange" symbols in the image, e.g., a company logo in a business letter. Direct singletons can be removed from the direct dictionary and relegated to generic region segments (the cleanup coder) to be coded together with other general graphics.
Refinement singletons are symbols that refer to other symbols but are not referred to by any one else. They can be removed from the refinement dictionary and relegated to the text region segments for embedded coding. We will refer to the dictionary formation method that excludes direct and refinement singletons as the singleton exclusion dictionary. Forming this singleton exclusion dictionary is still essentially one-pass in the sense that each symbol finds its best match only among previous symbols.
Class-based symbol dictionary design
Because a JBIG2 encoder has access to the entire set of extracted symbols before any actual coding is carried out, each symbol can find its best match among all other symbols. Therefore each symbol can potentially find a more accurate reference symbol. In our class-based symbol dictionary design technique [14] , we define a class to be a set of symbols for which (a) each symbol in a class has its best match symbol also within the class, and (b) there is no way of subdividing the class into subgroups in such a way that each symbol in a subgroup still has its best match in the subgroup.
One way to partition the entire symbol set into classes is to point each symbol to its best match.
This way the symbol set is partitioned into small pieces of connected graphs with very similar symbols clustered together. These connected graphs have weighted edges where the weights are the mismatch scores between each pair of symbols. Since class members are very similar, only one dictionary symbol is needed to provide reference information for one class. This dictionary symbol is called the class representative. We choose the class representative as the symbol with the smallest average mismatch within the class.
After a dictionary consisting of class representatives has been formed, we follow a similar procedure recursively to efficiently compress the dictionary itself. First, each dictionary symbol is pointed to its best match among other dictionary symbols, so the dictionary symbols are partitioned into small connected graphs. Each graph has exactly one loop inside; we call these connected graphs super-classes (see Figure   6 ). Each loop is broken by eliminating the edge with the highest weight (i.e., biggest mismatch score); this generates one super-class leader for each super-class. At the next round, these super-class leaders go out and find their best matches among other super-classes (not just other super-class leaders). In this way super-classes are merged together. For each merge we will have another unique loop within the newly generated super-class, which is broken in the same manner as before. We repeat this "match-mergebreak" iteration recursively until no super-class leader can find an acceptable best match among the other super-classes, i.e., the smallest mismatch score is no longer below the preset threshold. At this point the dictionary symbol set is partitioned into disjoint super-classes that are sufficiently dissimilar from each other. We have obtained a suboptimal solution to the reference relationship among the dictionary symbols. The final super-class leaders go into the direct dictionary and other class representatives go into the refinement dictionary. The natural order by which symbols are extracted has been changed, and we will need to re-order the dictionaries so that each symbol comes after its reference symbol.
Tree-based symbol dictionary design
In the dictionary design technique based on minimum spanning trees [15] , we first consider all the extracted symbols as a set of vertices. We try to connect each pair of vertices with an edge whose weight is the mismatch score between the corresponding symbols. Because weights can not exceed the preset mismatch threshold, there is no edge connecting symbols that have unacceptable mismatch. Therefore, the entire extracted symbol set is represented by a number of undirected graphs. Strictly speaking, these graphs are not undirected as the mismatch from symbol A to symbol B is not necessarily the same as the mismatch from symbol B to symbol A. However, this difference is small, and so we treat the two scores as equal.
To obtain the reference relationship among all symbols suitable for compression, many edges in the graphs must be eliminated. This is because 1. each symbol needs only one symbol as its reference; 2. symbols can not refer to each other circularly, i.e., the final graphs must be acyclic.
The final matching graphs should be trees spanning all the symbols. Furthermore, for the compression to be efficient, the overall weight (i.e., mismatch) of the trees should be small. The minimal overall weight solution is given by the classic minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm. We use Kruskal's Algorithm [16] . First we take out all the edges from the initial graphs, leaving only vertices. Then we put back the next edge with the smallest weight provided that it does not introduce cycle into any of the current graphs. We continue until we can add no more edges into the existing graphs. That gives us the final MSTs. Figure 7 shows the initial matching graphs and the MSTs constructed. The isolated nodes in the picture represent "strange" symbols that resemble no other symbol; they are direct singletons and will be coded in generic region segments.
After the MSTs are obtained, we need to decide a root node for each MST. See the 'a' tree and the 'b' tree in Figure 7 . We would like to choose the root that gives the lowest refinement and index coding cost. For refinement coding, once an MST is constructed, the total amount of mismatch this tree carries (this is defined as the sum of the weights of all the edges) is fixed regardless of the choice of root.
Although mismatch score based on Hamming distance does not correspond directly to refinement coding efficiency, experimentally it is observed that this mismatch score is a fairly accurate indicator of the actual refinement compression efficiency. Therefore, refinement coding should not be affected significantly by choosing different nodes as the root.
However, index coding cost does directly relate to the choice of root. Since the leaves of the trees are refinement singletons which will not get assigned dictionary indices, more leaves means lower index coding cost. For each MST, we choose arbitrarily any node with degree greater than 1 as its root (a node's degree is the number of connecting edges it has). This is because the following theorem is true (proof is trivial). The MSTs give us the optimal reference relationship between extracted symbols. After we have chosen the tree roots, we construct the symbol dictionary and calculate its size. Suppose altogether AE symbols are extracted (i.e., the undirected graphs have AE vertices). Using Kruskal's algorithm, Ì trees are constructed. Out of the Ì trees, Ì Ì ½ trees have only one node, and Ì ½ have more than one node.
Theorem 1 For a tree with
For the Ì ½ trees with more than one node, assume we choose their roots as just described and get Ä leaf nodes in total. The symbols represented by the Ì Ì ½ single-node trees are direct singletons. The Ä leaf nodes from the Ì ½ multi-node trees are refinement singletons. These singletons do not go into the dictionary. All the Ì ½ tree roots go into the direct dictionary; the remaining AE Ì Ä internal nodes go into the refinement dictionary.
Changing the dictionary size
Using "good" dictionaries (reasonably efficient suboptimal dictionaries) with different sizes, we can analyze the bit trade-off problem, and try to resolve it at a favorable point for a particular page image. In this section, we explain how to modify sizes for the class-based and tree-based symbol dictionaries.
Class-based design
The mismatch threshold determines the number of classes and therefore the class-based dictionary size.
The size can be modified by merging similar classes before putting their representatives into the dictionary. To do this we find the two existing classes that are the most similar, i.e., their representatives have the smallest mismatch. If these two classes are sufficiently similar, we merge them into a new one. We then choose the new representative as the symbol with the lowest average mismatch within the new class.
We repeat this until a desired dictionary size is reached or until we can find no similar classes.
Tree-based design
The initial dictionary constructed from the MSTs has Ì ½ direct dictionary symbols and AE Ì Ä refinement dictionary symbols. The direct dictionary size cannot be changed unless we use a different mismatch threshold. The refinement dictionary size, however, is reducible by increasing the number of leaf nodes. To do this, we consider each internal node as a leaf candidate. To change an internal node to leaf, we need to relocate all its children to other internal nodes. For each child, its next best parent is chosen as the internal node that gives the next lowest mismatch and is not this child's offspring (otherwise we will introduce a cycle).
Therefore, for each internal node, we can define its cost as leaf as the sum of all the mismatch differences its children will suffer by being relocated to their new parents. Sometimes we may not find a new parent with an acceptable mismatch. In this case the child can not relocate; its parent's cost as leaf is infinite. Figure 8 illustrates the tree modification process. Starting from the initial MSTs, we calculate every internal node's cost. We choose the node with the lowest cost as leaf, relocate its children to their new parents, and make this node a new leaf. The dictionary size decreases by 1. By doing so, the parentoffspring relationship for some nodes has changed and we need to recalculate their cost as leaf. We continue this greedy process until some target dictionary size is reached, or until no more valid leaf candidates can be found and the minimum dictionary size is attained. This allows us to obtain symbol dictionaries with almost arbitrary sizes.
Experimental results
In this section we show our experimental results on text image compression using JBIG2. Our encoder is fully JBIG2-compliant. Our test images are from two sources. All of them have 300 dpi resolution. Eight of the images have the same size 2592¢3300 pixels, while N03H has size 2480¢3508 and S012 2536¢3308.
PM&S vs. SPM
In this section we compare the lossless and lossy coding performance of the PM&S-based and SPMbased JBIG2 systems. For the pattern matching criterion, we used the percentage of mismatch based on Hamming distance in both systems. For the PM&S system, our experiments show that a mismatch threshold of 0.1 (meaning that at most 10% of pixels have different colors) leads to rare substitution errors. Therefore, unless otherwise stated, we preset the mismatch threshold to 0.1 for PM&S. In the SPM system, the mismatch threshold is not directly related to the number of substitution errors, and our experiments show that the overall compression differs by less than 1% with different thresholds between 0.1 and 0.2. The optimal value occurs around 0.15; therefore 0.15 is used as the mismatch threshold for our SPM results. is more efficient because it successively refines the symbol bitmaps on-the-fly by referring them to the best reference bitmaps it can find at the current moment. The PM&S encoder takes care of refinement coding only after all symbols have been transmitted at a lossy level. It then uses the residual coder to bring up the image quality. This is equivalent to refinement coding a group of symbols based on only one reference. Therefore, PM&S provides each refinement bitmap with less accurate reference information.
Lossless Compression
Even though SPM usually generates a larger symbol dictionary and hence has higher index coding cost, it achieves better overall compression. A larger dictionary is also one reason why SPM has longer encoding time as we will show soon.
In Table 2 we compare our lossless encoder with another JBIG2-compliant encoder by University of British Columbia and Image Power, Inc.. This encoder is available at http://spmg.ece.ubc.ca/jbig2/ as binary executables for several OS platforms. Currently it has only lossless mode. Although detailed information about the UBC/Image Power encoder has not been made publicly available, we attempted to set the encoding parameters to values that correspond to our encoder. For example, the two systems use the same context templates for direct and refinement coding; they both have the same coding strip size of 8 pixels; and they both treat symbols smaller than 2¢2 as specks and code them with residual coding, etc.. We see that our encoder compresses more efficiently.
Lossy Compression
To achieve lossy compression using SPM-based JBIG2, the encoder preprocesses the input image using the three techniques described in Section 2.2. The encoder then encodes the preprocessed image losslessly. This leads to compression approximately 40% more efficient than the strictly lossless case, while guaranteeing the reconstructed image to be different from the original mostly at isolated pixel positions.
For PM&S, using the Hamming distance matching criterion, we would not have this nice property because the encoder will indiscriminately introduce clustered errors as well as isolated ones. This can be seen by combining the results in Table 3 which lists the compressed file sizes in bytes and the percentages of flipped pixels and Table 4 which lists the percentages of single-pixel errors, double-pixel errors and clustered errors (containing three or more connected error pixels). To obtain a valid comparison in Table   3 , we fine tune the mismatch threshold used in the PM&S system to make the compressed file sizes very close to those generated from SPM. From Tables 3 and 4 we see that although the reconstructed PM&S images contain fewer error pixels, the percentages of clustered errors are significantly higher in PM&S than in SPM (27% compared to 4%). Isolated errors are not only less visually perceptible, but also less likely to cause character substitutions. The enlarged portions of the original image and the reconstructed ones from PM&S and SPM are compared in Figure 9 . Visually the SPM image looks closer to the original image. It also looks more appealing because edge smoothing removed the protruding or indenting single pixels, making the text edges more continuous and smooth. The superiority of the lossy SPM system comes at the cost of encoding time and system complexity. The complexity gap between PM&S and SPM is even bigger than in the lossless case because lossy PM&S does not need the residual coder, while lossy SPM has to perform the three preprocessing steps on the whole image.
System complexity
As shown in Figures 1 and 2 , PM&S and SPM share very similar structures. Building blocks such as symbol extraction, location and other numerical data coding, and cleanup page coding are basically the same.
The big difference is that PM&S does not do refinement bitmap coding. For lossless coding, the PM&S system needs the residual coder at the very end. For lossy coding, the SPM system needs to preprocess the input image. In real applications, when using PM&S for lossy coding, extreme care should be taken in selecting a proper pattern matching criterion so that the system suffers minimal character substitution.
Usually this means a more sophicated pattern matching technique that takes longer to compute [9] . However, in our experiments, we use the same Hamming distance matching criterion for both systems. We set the mismatch threshold to be low for the PM&S encoder to suffer rare substitution errors.
Our experiments are done on a Pentium Pro 200MHz, running Red Hat Linux 6.0, with 64MB physical memory. Such a system is far from state-of-the-art, however, we can still obtain a valid relative comparison between the PM&S and SPM systems. Our code was not optimized for speed or memory efficiency.
We use execution time (Unix "time") and peak memory usage ("top") to measure the system complexity. Table 5 shows the execution time (in seconds) and peak memory consumption (in megabytes)
of the two systems, in lossless and lossy modes, averaged over the 12 images. The timing results vary slightly each time the program is run; therefore we run each test image three times and take the average.
Singleton exclusion SPM is about 3 times slower than PM&S in lossless coding and 2 times slower in lossy coding. PM&S encodes only direct bitmaps, which, in our experiments, account for an average of only 12% of all extracted symbols; lossless SPM has to encode all extracted symbols and lossy SPM has to encode most of them (about 75% of all the symbols, see Table 6 ). Also, PM&S takes less time to match the symbols with the dictionary because it retains a smaller dictionary with only direct symbols;
SPM adds every symbol into the dictionary, making it grow much faster.
PM&S needs about 2-4% less physical memory than SPM. Both systems need a page buffer, which, depending on the image size, is about 8MB in our tests. Both systems also need the same number of arithmetic coders and the same coding strip buffer used for text region segments. Storing the dictionary only takes up a small percentage of the total memory; therefore, a smaller dictionary in PM&S only leads to marginal savings.
Finally, in Table 6 we list the percentages of perfect symbols generated in lossy SPM. This is a measure of how much encoding time is saved by not coding the bitmaps of the perfect symbols. While the percentage is image-dependent and varies a great deal (from 3% to 57%), we see on average 25% of the symbols are perfect. Omitting the arithmetic coding procedure for one quarter of all the symbols saves a non-trivial amount of encoding time. Note that we made no attempt to optimize our encoder toward generating more perfect symbols. Each symbol refers to its closest match in the dictionary, regardless of whether this reference will make it a perfect symbol or not.
Different symbol dictionaries for SPM-based JBIG2
In this section we first investigate the effects on coding efficiency of using different symbol dictionaries for SPM-based JBIG2. We then change the dictionary sizes to obtain the dictionary size vs. compression trade-off curves. Table 7 compares the total number of bytes required to encode the test images using the four symbol dictionary designs discussed in Section 3: the one-pass, singleton exclusion, class-based and tree-based dictionaries. The percentages of improvement over the simplest one-pass design are shown for each of the other three designs. The one-pass dictionary gives the poorest compression. By adopting the singleton exclusion dictionary, on average 5% and 11% of improvement can be achieved for lossless and lossy compression, respectively. More sophisticated dictionary designs lead to greater improvements. In the lossless case, the class-based and the tree-based dictionaries both achieve around 8% of improvement on average. In the lossy case, the class-based dictionary is the most efficient, achieving 18% of improvement; the tree-based design is not as efficient as the class-based design but still very comparable, improving the compression by 16% on average. Table 8 compares the sizes and corresponding refinement compression ratios (RCRs) obtained from the three symbol dictionaries. RCR is defined as the number of bits used to store the raw bitmaps of all refinement symbols divided by the number of bits spent on refinement coding these bitmaps. The one-pass dictionary is no longer listed for comparison because of its inferior performance. In lossless coding, the class-based and tree-based dictionaries achieve very close RCRs (5.62 and 5.64 compared to 5.65) with only half as many symbols as in the singleton exclusion dictionary (644 compared to 1365).
Lossless and lossy compression ratios
For lossy coding we have similar results. Therefore, these two dictionaries are providing about the same amount of useful reference information even though they are much smaller. This explains the compression improvements obtained in Table 7 . Figure 10 shows overall bit rate as a function of dictionary size for two test images, f01 200 and S012.
Bit rate trade-off curves
Image f01 200 contains only 1088 symbols which is the least among all images, while image S012
contains 5653 symbols, the most among all. Starting with big dictionaries, we follow the procedures described in Section 3.4 to shrink their sizes. For the class-based design, we start from the initial classes and try to merge the most similar ones subject to the mismatch threshold. For the tree-based design, the biggest size corresponds to the initial MSTs. We relocate tree nodes till we get down to the smallest possible size for which all the tree branches still have weights below the mismatch threshold. The images are compressed using these dictionaries of different sizes. We plot the size vs. bit rate curves in Figure   10 . The tree-based curves have rather broad flat floors. For both images tested, the overall compression stays nearly constant ( ¼ ± off the lowest values) over about 50% of the entire size ranges. So the compression is not very sensitive to the particular dictionary size chosen as long as it is within a reasonable range. However, the compression can be hurt by 4-6% if the dictionary is too big or too small. The classbased curves sit above the tree-based ones and cover narrower size ranges. They also shoot up faster at the right end, leading to 6-12% rate loss when the dictionary is too small. Both designs achieve the best compression at a size very close to the initial size of the class-based design.
Conclusion
In this paper we investigate compression of text images using the JBIG2 standard. First we compare the PM&S-based and SPM-based JBIG2 systems, in terms of their coding efficiency, reconstructed image quality in lossy compression, and system complexity. The SPM system achieves on average 8% more efficient compression in the lossless case. In the lossy case, at comparable bit rates, the SPM system also has a better control over the reconstructed image quality, making clustered errors very unlikely to occur. However, the SPM advantages come at the cost of higher system complexity: 2-4% higher memory consumption and 2-3 times longer encoding time. We also examine the bit rate trade-off problem associated with SPM symbol dictionary design. We propose two new dictionary design techniques: the class-based and tree-based design. We test the proposed techniques on a set of twelve text images and find them to outperform the simplest one-pass dictionary formation by an average of 8% in lossless compression and 16-18% in lossy compression. We also propose methods to change the class-and treebased dictionary sizes, and plot the bit rate as a function of dictionary size. Over a very broad size range (50% of the entire size range), the overall compression is not very sensitive to dictionary size, but it can be hurt by 4-6% using symbol dictionaries which are too small or too big. Finally, the trade-off curves for the two dictionaries show that the initial class-based dictionary size falls into the optimal dictionary size range. For future work we will look at extending the proposed dictionary design methods into multi-page text image coding systems. Node "d" is first turned into a leaf. Its child "5" goes to "c". Then "a" is turned into a leaf. Its child "c" goes to "b". Note that "c" takes its children "1", "2" and " Table 4 : Reconstructed image quality for PM&S and SPM. All numbers are in percentages. SPM  single double clustered single double clustered  f01 200  61  19  20  68  28  3  f04 200  70  17  12  67  30  3  IG0H  55  21  24  62  35  3  J00O  65  17  18  67  30  3  N03F  57  21  22  55  40  5  N03H  38  18  44  59  35  6  N03M  48  24  29  56  37  6  N046  37  21  42  55  39  6  N04D  47  22  30  58  36  6  N04H  45  23  32  57  38  5  N057  49  22  29  59  36  5  S012  56  21  23  63  34  3  average  52  21  27  61  35  4 
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